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Abstract
This work presents the analytic solution of a fundamental open problem in the framework of
nonlinear observability, which is the unknown input observability problem (UIO problem). The
solution here provided holds in the case of a single unknown input. The first part of the work
presents this analytic solution, namely the analytic criterion that allows us to obtain the observ-
ability of a nonlinear system in presence of a single unknown input and multiple known inputs.
As for the observability rank condition, the proposed analytic criterion is based on the computa-
tion of the observable codistribution. Similarly to the case of only known inputs, the observable
codistribution is obtained by recursively computing the Lie derivatives of the outputs along the
vector fields that characterize the dynamics. However, in correspondence of the unknown input,
the corresponding vector field must be suitably rescaled. Additionally, the Lie derivatives of the
outputs must also be computed along a new set of vector fields that are obtained by recursively
performing suitable Lie bracketing of the vector fields that define the dynamics. In practice, the
entire observable codistribution is obtained by a very simple recursive algorithm. Finally, it is
shown that the recursive algorithm converges in a finite number of steps and the criterion to
establish that the convergence has been reached is provided. The proposed analytic extension
of the observability rank condition is illustrated by checking the weak local observability of sev-
eral nonlinear systems driven by multiple known inputs and a single unknown input. For these
systems, extensive simulations are also provided. It is shown that, a simple estimator based on
an Extended Kalman Filter, provides results that agree with what we could expect from the
observability analysis. Finally, it is shown that the analytic criterion introduced in this work is
not only a key analytical tool to automatically obtain the state observability (and so the analytic
solution of a fundamental open problem) but it can be also a fundamental tool to design an
appropriate estimator.
Keywords: Nonlinear observability; Unknown Input Observability; Observability
Rank Condition; Observable Codistribution; Unknown Input Observer; Robotics
Applications
Chapter 1
Introduction
State observability is a necessary condition that a state must satisfy to be estimated. Checking
the system observability is a fundamental step in state estimation. It has become praxis in many
application fields to provide an observability analysis prior to solving an estimation problem (e.g.,
in robotics [4, 12, 13, 14, 20, 33, 34, 35, 37], in visual-inertial sensor fusion [9, 10, 11, 17, 18, 19, 21,
25, 26, 30, 32], in sensor calibration [5, 7, 22, 23, 31]). Investigating the observability properties
is very simple in the linear case. Unfortunately, real systems are very rarely characterized by
linearity.
The control theory community has developed the analytic tool necessary to check the state
observability for nonlinear systems provided that all the system inputs are known. This is the
observability rank condition introduced by Herman and Krener in 1977 [8]. In accordance with
this criterion, it is possible to obtain all the observability properties of a nonlinear system by
performing automatic computation. On the other hand, in many real scenarios, one or more
disturbances can dramatically impact the system dynamics. A disturbance can be considered as
an unknown input. Its presence can dramatically affect the observability properties of the state.
This is for instance the case of a drone that operates in presence of wind. The wind is in general
unknown, time-variant and acts on the system dynamics as an unknown input.
The problem of finding an analytic tool able to determine the observability properties in
presence of unknown inputs is known as the Unknown Input Observability (UIO) problem. This
problem was introduced and firstly investigated by the automatic control community in the
seventies [1, 3, 6, 36]. In particular, Basile and Marro provided the solution of this problem
in the linear case [1]. In many application fields, most of the systems are characterized by
nonlinear dynamics, even in very simple cases (e.g. in planar robotics). Additionally, the presence
of disturbances cannot be ignored in many cases and can significantly affect the observability
properties. The UIO problem in the nonlinear case has recently been investigated by the robotics
community and partial solutions have recently been proposed [2, 26, 27, 28]. These solutions
only provide sufficient conditions for the state observability. They are based on a suitable state
extension.
This work provides the analytic solution of the UIO problem in the nonlinear case in the case
of a single unknown input. This solution has been presented at the SIAM symposium on control
and applications 2015 [29]. In chapter 2 we define the class of systems for which we provide
the solution. This class includes any nonlinear system linear in the inputs (both known and
unknown).
In [8, 16] the observability properties of a nonlinear system are obtained by computing the
observable codistribution. The computation of this codistribution is the core of the observability
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rank condition introduced in [8]. In order to deal with the case of unknown inputs, we need to
derive a new algorithm able to generate the observable codistribution. In chapter 3 we remind the
reader the algorithm to compute the observable codistribution in the case without disturbances,
together with some basic properties that characterize its convergence (section 3.1). Then, in
section 3.2, we introduce the new algorithm that generates the entire observable codistribution
in presence of a single unknown input, together with some basic properties that characterize its
convergence. The solution of the UIO problem in the case of a single unknown input is sum-
marized in chapter 4 and it is illustrated in chapter 5 by checking the observability of several
robotics systems driven by multiple known inputs and a single unknown input, ranging from
planar robotics up to aerial navigation systems. This chapter also contains extensive simula-
tions and introduces a simple estimator. The results obtained by estimating the state with this
estimator fully agree with the observability analysis carried out by using the proposed analytic
criterion. In chapter 6 we provide all the analytical derivations necessary to prove the validity of
the analytic results presented in chapter 3. In chapter 7 we provide our conclusion by remarking
that, the analytic criterion here introduced, is not only a powerful and simple criterion to auto-
matically detect the observable states for a general nonlinear system affected by a disturbance
(i.e., the analytic solution of the UIO problem in the case of a single unknown input) but it can
be also a key tool for designing an appropriate estimator.
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Chapter 2
System definition
We will refer to a nonlinear control system with mu known inputs (u , [u1, · · · , umu ]T ) and a
single unknown input or disturbance (w). The state is the vector x ∈ M , with M an open set
of Rn. We assume that the dynamics are nonlinear with respect to the state and affine with
respect to the inputs (both known and unknown). Finally, for the sake of simplicity, we will
refer to the case of a single output y and we provide the extension to multiple outputs, which is
trivial, separately. This will allow us to avoid the introduction of a further index. Our system is
characterized by the following equations: x˙ =
mu∑
i=1
f i(x)ui + g(x)w
y = h(x)
(2.1)
where f i(x), i = 1, · · · ,mu and g(x) are vector fields in M and the function h(x) is a scalar
function defined on the open set M . Finally, we assume that the unknown input w is an analytic
function of time.
Throughout this document, in the case when mu = 1, we denote by f(x) the vector field f1(x).
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Chapter 3
Observable Codistribution
As for the observability rank condition, the analytic criterion to obtain the observability prop-
erties of the system in (2.1), is obtained by computing the observable codistribution1. In this
chapter we provide the algorithm to compute this codistribution. For the clarity sake, we start
by reminding the reader the standard algorithm that generates the observable codisribution in
absence of unknown inputs (section 3.1). Then, in section 3.2, we provide the algorithm for the
system in (2.1).
Note that this chapter directly provides the analytic results. All the analytic proofs will be
provided later, in chapter 6.
1The reader non-familiar with the concept of distribution, as it is used in [16], should not be afraid by the
term distribution and the term codistribution. Very simply speaking, a distribution is a vector space defined on
M (our set in Rn where the system is defined). In particular, this vector space changes by moving on M . This
vector space is in fact the span of a set of vector functions (vector fields) defined on M . A codistribution is the
dual of a distribution. Very simply speaking (and this is enough to understand this manuscript) a distribution is
generated by a set of column vectors. A codistribution is generated by a set of line vectors. All these vectors are
vector functions (i.e., they depend on the point x ∈M) and they have the same dimension of x.
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3.1 Observable codistribution in the case without unknown
inputs
We consider the system in (2.1) when all the inputs are known. We will denote with the symbol
D the differential with respect to the state x. For instance, if x = [x1, x2]T and h = x1 + x22, we
have2: Dh = Dx1 + 2x2Dx2.
For a given codistribution Ω and a given vector field θ = θ(x) (both defined on the open set
M), we denote by LθΩ the codistribution whose covectors are the Lie derivatives along θ of the
covectors in Ω. We remind the reader that the Lie derivative of a scalar function h(x) along the
vector field f(x) is defined as follows:
Lfh , ∂h
∂x
f
which is the product of the row vector ∂h∂x with the column vector f . Hence, it is a scalar function.
Additionally, by definition of Lie derivative of covectors, we have: LfDh = DLfh.
Finally, given two vector spaces V1 and V2, we denote by V1 + V2 their sum, i.e., the span of
all the generators of both V1 and V2.
The observable codistribution is generated by the following recursive algorithm (see [8] and
[16]):
Algorithm 1 Observable codistribution when w is known
1. Ω0 = span{Dh};
2. Ωm = Ωm−1 +
∑mu
i=1 LfiΩm−1 + LgΩm−1
In presence of multiple outputs, we only need to add to the codistribution Ω0, the span of the
differentials of the remaining outputs. In [16] it is proven that this algorithm converges. In
particular, it is proven that it has converged when Ωm = Ωm−1. From this, it is easy to realize
that the convergence is achieved in at most n− 1 steps3.
3.2 Observable codistribution in presence of a single un-
known input
We now provide the new algorithm that generates the observable codistribution when w is an
unknown input. We will denote by L1g = L1g(x) the first order Lie derivative of the function h(x)
along the vector field g(x), i.e.,
L1g , Lgh (3.1)
The analytic computation of the observable codistribution is based on the assumption that L1g 6= 0
on a given neighbourhood of x0. In appendix A, we deal with the case when this condition is not
satisfied. Specifically, we show that it is either possible to redefine the output, without altering
2The span of the differentials of a set of scalar functions is a codistribution. The reader non familiar with
the theory of distributions can simply consider the differential as the gradient operator. The gradient of a scalar
function is a line vector. For instance, if x = [x1, x2]T and h = x1 + x22, we obtain for its gradient the line vector
function [1, 2x2]. Later, in chapter 5, we adopt this representation. According to this, a codistribuion will be the
span of a set of line vectors and a covector (i.e., an element of a codistribution) will be a line vector.
3 This is a consequence of lemmas 1.9.1, 1.9.2 and 1.9.6 in [16].
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the system observability properties, such that the Lie derivative of the new output along g does
not vanish or the unknown input is spurious (i.e., it does not affect the observability properties).
For these reasons, we can assume that L1g 6= 0.
Before introducing the new algorithm that generates the entire observable codistribution, we
introduce a new set of vector fields iφm ∈ Rn (i = 1, · · · ,mu and for any integer m). They are
obtained recursively by the following algorithm:
Algorithm 2
1. iφ0 = f i;
2. iφm =
[iφm−1, g]
L1g
where the parenthesis [·, ·] denote the Lie bracket of vector fields, defined as follows:
[a, b] , ∂b
∂x
a(x)− ∂a
∂x
b(x)
In other words, for each i = 1, · · · ,mu, we have one new vector field at every step of the algorithm.
Throughout this document, in the case when mu = 1, we denote by φm the vector field 1φm.
We are now ready to provide the algorithm that generates the entire observable codistribution.
It is the following:
Algorithm 3 Observable codistribution when w is unknown
1. Ω0 = span{Dh};
2. Ωm = Ωm−1 +
∑mu
i=1 LfiΩm−1 + L gL1g Ωm−1 +
∑mu
i=1 span
{Liφm−1Dh}
In presence of multiple outputs, we only need to add to the codistribution Ω0, the span of the
differentials of the remaining outputs. Note that, in presence of multiple outputs, the function L1g
is still a scalar function since it is still defined by using a single output. The result is independent
of the chosen output (provided that L1g does not vanish4).
In section 6.2.2 we investigate the convergence properties of algorithm 3. We consider first
the case of a single known input (i.e., mu = 1) and then the results are easily extended to the
case of multiple known inputs (mu > 1) in section 6.2.3. We prove that algorithm 3 converges
and we also provide the analytic criterion to check that the convergence has been attained. This
proof and the convergence criterion cannot be the same that hold for algorithm 1, because of the
last term that appears at the recursive step5, i.e., the term
∑mu
i=1 span
{Liφm−1Dh} (the special
case when, the contribution due to this last term is included in the other terms, is considered
separately by lemma 6). In general, the criterion to establish that the convergence has been
attained is not simply obtained by checking the condition Ωm+1 = Ωm. Deriving the new
analytic criterion is not immediate. It requires to derive the analytic expression that describes
the behaviour of the last term in the recursive step. This fundamental equation is provided in
chapter 6 and it is the equation (6.18). The analytic derivation of this equation allows us to
4The case when L1g = 0 for all the outputs is dealt in appendix A.
5The convergence criterion of algorithm 1 is a consequence of the fact that, all the terms that appear at the
recursive step of algorithm 1, are the Lie derivative of the codistribution at the previous step, along fixed vector
fields (i.e., vector fields that remain the same at each step of the algorithm). This is not the case for the last term
at the recursive step of algorithm 3.
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detect the key quantity that governs the convergence of algorithm 3, in particular regarding the
contribution due to the last term in the recursive step. This key quantity is the following scalar:
τ =
L2gh
(L1g)
2
(3.2)
We prove (see lemma 10 in chapter 6) that, in general, it exists m′ such that Dτ ∈ Ωm′ (and
therefore Dτ ∈ Ωm ∀m ≥ m′). Additionally, we prove that the convergence of the algorithm
has been reached when Ωm+1 = Ωm, m ≥ m′ and m ≥ 2 (theorem 2). We also prove that the
required number of steps is at most n+ 2.
In section 6.2.1 it is also shown that the computed codistribution is the entire observable
codistribution. Also in this case, the proof is given by first considering the case of a single
known input (see theorem 1) and then, its validity is extended to the case of multiple inputs in
section 6.2.3. Note that this proof is based on the assumption that the unknown input (w) is a
differentiable function of time, up to a given order (the order depends on the specific case).
Algorithm 3 differs from the standard algorithm 1 because of the following reasons:
• In the recursive step, the vector field that corresponds to the unknown input (i.e., g) must
be rescaled by dividing by L1g.
• The recursive step also contains the sum of the contributions ∑mui=1 Liφm−1Dh. In other
words, we need to compute the Lie derivatives of the differential of the output along the
vector fields obtained through the recursive algorithm 2.
• The convergence of algorithm 3 is achieved in at most n + 2 steps, instead of n − 1 steps
(in the special case dealt by lemma 6, this upper bound is n− 1 for both cases).
• When Ωm = Ωm−1 algorithm 1 has converged. For algorithm 3, we also need to check that
Dτ ∈ Ωm and m ≥ 2 (with the exception of the special case dealt by lemma 6).
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Chapter 4
The Analytic Criterion
In this chapter, we outline all the steps to investigate the weak local observability at a given point
x0 of a nonlinear system characterized by (2.1). Basically, these steps are the steps necessary
to compute the observable codistribution (i.e., the steps of algorithm 3) and to prove that the
differential of a given state component belongs to this codistribution.
Note that, in the trivial case analyzed by lemma 6, the criterion provided below simplifies,
since we do not need to compute the quantity τ
(
=
L2gh
(L1gh)2
)
, and we do not need to check that
its differential belongs to the codistribution computed at every step of algorithm 3. In practice,
we skip the steps 4 and 5 in the procedure below.
1. For the chosen x0, compute L1g(= L1gh). In the case when L1g = 0, choose another function
in the space of functions F (defined as the space that contains h and its Lie derivative up
to any order along the vector fields f1, · · · , fmu) such that its Lie derivative along g does
not vanish1.
2. Compute the codistribution Ω0 and Ω1 (at x0) by using algorithm 3.
3. Compute the vector fields iφm (i = 1, · · · ,mu) by using algorithm 2, starting from m = 0,
to check if the considered system is in the special case dealt by lemma 62. In this trivial
case, set m′ = 0, use the recursive step of algorithm 3 to build the codistribution Ωm for
m ≥ 2, and skip to step 6.
4. Compute τ
(
=
L2gh
(L1g)
2
)
and Dτ .
5. Use the recursive step of algorithm 3 to build the codistribution Ωm for m ≥ 2, and, for
each m, check if Dτ ∈ Ωm. Denote by m′ the smallest m such that Dτ ∈ Ωm.
6. For each m ≥ m′, check if Ωm+1 = Ωm and denote by Ω∗ = Ωm∗ , where m∗ is the smallest
integer such that m∗ ≥ m′ and Ωm∗+1 = Ωm∗ (note that m∗ ≤ n+ 2).
7. If the differential of a given state component (xj , j = 1, · · · , n) belongs to Ω∗ (namely if
Dxj ∈ Ω∗) on a given neighbourhood of x0, then xj is weakly locally observable at x0.
If this holds for all the state components, the state x is weakly locally observable at x0.
Finally, if the dimension of Ω∗ is smaller than n on a given neighbourhood of x0, then the
state is not weakly locally observable at x0.
1If the Lie derivative of any function in F vanishes, it means that the unknown input can be ignored to obtain
the observability properties, as it is shown in appendix A.
2Note that this check requires at most n− 1 (simple) operations.
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Chapter 5
Applications
We apply the criterion described in chapter 4 in order to investigate the observability properties
of several nonlinear systems characterized by the equations given in (2.1). These examples will be
discussed in sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. The dynamics of the first two examples are the ones of the
unicycle. In accordance with the unicycle dynamics, the motion is powered by two independent
controls, which are the linear and the angular speed, respectively. In section 5.1 we consider the
case when one of these two inputs is unknown and acts as an unknown input. In section 5.2
we consider the case when both these two inputs are known. However, the dynamics are also
affected by an external unknown input. Finally, the last example regards a vehicle that moves
in 3D (section 5.3).
These examples are deliberately uncomplicated in order to allow us to compare the ana-
lytic results provided by the proposed criterion with what we can expect by following intuitive
reasoning.
Note that the analytic criterion is very powerful and can be used to automatically obtain the
observability properties of any system that satisfies (2.1), i.e., independently of the state dimen-
sion (intuitive reasoning becomes often prohibitive for systems characterized by high-dimensional
states).
This chapter also contains extensive simulations and introduces a simple estimator. The
results obtained by estimating the state with this estimator fully agree with the observability
analysis carried out by using the proposed analytic criterion. These results also show that the
analytic criterion is not only a criterion to check the state observability but also a fundamental
tool to design an appropriate estimator for a given nonlinear system in presence of a disturbance
(see chapter 7 for a discussion about this fundamental aspect).
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5.1 Unicycle with one input unknown
5.1.1 The system
We consider a vehicle that moves on a 2D-environment. The configuration of the vehicle in a
global reference frame, can be characterized through the vector [xv, yv, θ]T where xv and yv are
the Cartesian vehicle coordinates, and θ is the vehicle orientation. We assume that the dynamics
of this vector satisfy the unicycle differential equations: x˙v = v cos θy˙v = v sin θ
θ˙ = ω
(5.1)
where v and ω are the linear and the rotational vehicle speed, respectively, and they are the system
inputs. We consider the following three cases of output (see also figure 5.1 for an illustration):
Figure 5.1: The vehicle state in cartesian and polar coordinates ([xv, yv, θ]T and [r, φ, θ]T , re-
spectively) together with the three considered outputs (r, β and φ).
1. the distance (r) from the origin (e.g., a landmark is at the origin and its distance is measured
by a range sensor);
2. the bearing angle (β) of the origin in the local frame (e.g., a landmark is at the origin and
its bearing angle is measured by an on-board camera);
3. the bearing angle (φ) of the vehicle in the global frame (e.g., a camera is placed at the
origin).
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Case Dimension of Ω
1st: y = r, u = ω, w = v 2
2nd: y = r, w = ω, u = v 2
3d: y = θ − φ, u = ω, w = v 1
4th: y = θ − φ, w = ω, u = v 2
5th: y = φ, u = ω, w = v 2
6th: y = φ, w = ω, u = v 3
Table 5.1: Dimension of the observable codistribution (Ω) obtained by following intuitive rea-
soning
We can analytically express the output in terms of the state. We remark that the expressions
become very simple if we adopt polar coordinates: r ,
√
x2v + y
2
v , φ = atan
yv
xv
. We have, for the
three cases, y = r, y = pi − (θ − φ) and y = φ, respectively. For each of these three cases, we
consider the following two cases: v is known, ω is unknown; v is unknown, ω is known. Hence,
we have six cases. The dynamics of the unicycle in polar coordinates become:

r˙ = v cos(θ − φ)
φ˙ =
v
r
sin(θ − φ)
θ˙ = ω
(5.2)
5.1.2 Intuitive procedure to obtain the observability properties
By using the observability rank condition in [8], we easily obtain that, when both the inputs are
known, the dimension of the observable codistribution is 2 for the first two observations (y = r
and y = θ − φ) and 3 for the last one (y = φ). In particular, for the first two observations
all the initial states rotated around the vertical axis are indistinguishable. When one of the
inputs misses, this unobservable degree of freedom obviously remains. On the other hand, when
the linear speed is unknown (i.e., it acts as an unknown input (w = v)) and the observation
is an angle (second and third observation, i.e., y = θ − φ and y = φ, respectively), we lose a
further degree of freedom, which corresponds to the absolute scale. In table 5.1 we provide the
dimension of the observable codistribuion obtained by following this intuitive reasoning for the
six considered cases.
5.1.3 Analytic results
We now derive the observability properties by applying the analytic criterion described in chapter
4. For all the cases we have mu = 1. Hence, we adopt the following notation: f , f1 (for the
vector field in (2.1)) and φm , 1φm (for the vectors defined by algorithm 2). We consider the
six cases defined in section 5.1.1, separately.
First Case: y = r, u = ω, w = v
We have:
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f =
 00
1
 g =
 cos(θ − φ)sin(θ−φ)
r
0

We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We have L1g = cos(θ − φ), which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We have: Ω0 = span{[1, 0, 0]}. Additionally, Ω1 = Ω0.
Step 3
We have Lφ0L1g = LfL1g = − sin(θ − φ), which does not vanish, in general. This suffices to
conclude that the considered system is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we
need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ , L
2
g
(L1g)
2 =
tan2(θ−φ)
r and
Dτ = tan(θ − φ)
r
[
− tan(θ − φ)
r
,− 2
cos2(θ − φ) ,
2
cos2(θ − φ)
]
Step 5
We need to compute Ω2 and, in order to do this, we need to compute φ1. We obtain:
φ1 =
 − tan(θ − φ)1
r
0

and
Ω2 = span
{
[1, 0, 0],
[
0,
1
cos2(θ − φ) ,−
1
cos2(θ − φ)
]}
It is immediate to check that Dτ ∈ Ω2, meaning that m′ = 2.
Step 6
By a direct computation, it is possible to check that Ω3 = Ω2 meaning that m∗ = 2 and Ω∗ = Ω2
Step 7
The dimension of the observable codistribution is 2. We conclude that the state is not weakly
locally observable. This result agrees with the one in table 5.1 (second line).
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Second Case: y = r, u = v, w = ω
We have:
f =
 cos(θ − φ)sin(θ−φ)
r
0
 g =
 00
1

We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We easily obtain Lgh = 0. We consider the function Lfh ∈ F . We have: Lfh = cos(θ − φ) and
LgLfh = − sin(θ − φ), which does not vanish, in general. Hence, we can proceed with the steps
in chapter 4 by setting:
h = cos(θ − φ)
We obtain: L1g = − sin(θ − φ)
Step 2
We have:
Ω0 = span{[1, 0, 0], [0, sin(θ − φ), − sin(θ − φ)]}
as long as the function r is also a system output. Additionally, Ω1 = Ω0.
Step 3
We have Lφ0L1g = LfL1g = sin(θ−φ) cos(θ−φ)r , which does not vanish, in general. This suffices to
conclude that the considered system is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we
need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have:
τ = − cos(θ − φ)
sin2(θ − φ)
Step 5
By a direct computation we obtain Ω2 = Ω1. Additionally, it is immediate to check that Dτ ∈ Ω2,
meaning that m′ = 2.
Step 6
By a direct computation, it is possible to check that Ω3 = Ω2 meaning that m∗ = 2 and Ω∗ = Ω2.
Step 7
The dimension of the observable codistribution is 2. We conclude that the state is not weakly
locally observable. This result agrees with the one in table 5.1 (third line).
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Third Case: y = θ − φ, u = ω, w = v
We have:
f =
 00
1
 g =
 cos(θ − φ)sin(θ−φ)
r
0

We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We have L1g = − sin(θ−φ)r , which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We have Ω0 = span{[0,−1, 1]} and Ω1 = Ω0.
Step 3
We have Lφ0L1g = LfL1g = − cos(θ−φ)r , which does not vanish, in general. This suffices to conclude
that the considered system is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we need to
continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = 2 cot(θ − φ) and
Dτ = 2
sin2(θ − φ) [0, 1,−1]
Step 5
By a direct computation we obtain Ω2 = Ω1. Additionally, it is immediate to check that Dτ ∈ Ω2,
meaning that m′ = 2.
Step 6
By a direct computation, it is possible to check that Ω3 = Ω2 meaning that m∗ = 2 and Ω∗ = Ω2.
Step 7
The dimension of the observable codistribution is 1. We conclude that the state is not weakly
locally observable. This result agrees with the one in table 5.1 (fourth line). Note that, the new
unobservable direction with respect to the case when both inputs are known, is precisely the
absolute scale, since the vector Dr = [1, 0, 0] /∈ Ω∗.
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Fourth Case: y = θ − φ, u = v, w = ω
We have:
f =
 cos(θ − φ)sin(θ−φ)
r
0
 g =
 00
1

We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We have L1g = 1 6= 0.
Step 2
By a direct computation we obtain: Ω0 = span{[0,−1, 1]} and
Ω1 = span
{
[0,−1, 1],
[
− sin(θ − φ)
r2
,−cos(θ − φ)
r
,
cos(θ − φ)
r
]}
Step 3
Since L1g = 1, it is immediate to realize that LφjL1g = 0, for any integer j ≥ 0. Hence, the
considered system is in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we skip to step 6 by setting
m′ = 0.
Step 6
By a direct computation, it is possible to check that Ω2 = Ω1 meaning that m∗ = 1 and Ω∗ = Ω1.
Step 7
The dimension of the observable codistribution is 2. We conclude that the state is not weakly
locally observable. This result agrees with the one in table 5.1 (fifth line).
Fifth Case: y = φ, u = ω, w = v
We have:
f =
 00
1
 g =
 cos(θ − φ)sin(θ−φ)
r
0

We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We have L1g =
sin(θ−φ)
r , which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We easily obtain Ω0 = span{[0, 1, 0]} and Ω1 = Ω0.
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Step 3
We have Lφ0L1g = LfL1g = cos(θ−φ)r , which does not vanish, in general. This suffices to conclude
that the considered system is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we need to
continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = −2 cot(θ − φ) and
Dτ = 2
sin2(θ − φ) [0,−1, 1]
Step 5
To compute Ω2 we need to compute φ1. We obtain:
φ1 =
 −rcot(θ − φ)
0

and
Ω2 = span
{
[0, 1, 0],
1
sin2(θ − φ) [0, 1,−1]
}
It is immediate to check that Dτ ∈ Ω2, meaning that m′ = 2.
Step 6
By a direct computation we obtain Ω3 = Ω2 meaning thatm∗ = 2 and Ω∗ = Ω2, whose dimension
is 2.
Step 7
The dimension of the observable codistribution is 2. We conclude that the state is not weakly
locally observable. This result agrees with the one in table 5.1 (sixth line). Note that, the new
unobservable direction with respect to the case when both inputs are known, is precisely the
absolute scale, since the vector Dr = [1, 0, 0] /∈ Ω∗.
Sixth Case: y = φ, u = v, w = ω
We have:
f =
 cos(θ − φ)sin(θ−φ)
r
0
 g =
 00
1

We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
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Step 1
We easily obtain Lgh = 0. We consider the function Lfh ∈ F . We have: Lfh = sin(θ−φ)r and
LgLfh = cos(θ−φ)r , which does not vanish, in general. Hence, we can proceed with the steps in
chapter 4 by setting:
h =
sin(θ − φ)
r
L1g =
cos(θ − φ)
r
Step 2
We have:
Ω0 = span
{
[0, 1, 0],
[
− sin(θ − φ)
r2
,−cos(θ − φ)
r
,
cos(θ − φ)
r
]}
as long as the function φ is also a system output. We compute Ω1. By a direct computation, we
obtain that its dimension is 3. Hence, we do not need to proceed with the remaining steps since
we can directly conclude that the entire state is weakly locally observable. This result agrees
with the one in table 5.1 (seventh line).
5.2 Unicycle in presence of an external unknown input
5.2.1 The system
We consider the same vehicle considered in section 5.1 and we adopt the same state [xv, yv, θ]T
to characterize its position and orientation. We assume that the vehicle motion is also affected
by an unknown input that produces an additional (and unknown) robot speed (denoted by w)
along a fixed direction (denoted by γ). Hence, the dynamics are characterized by the following
differential equations:  x˙v = v cos θ + w cos γy˙v = v sin θ + w sin γ
θ˙ = ω
(5.3)
where v and ω are the linear and the rotational speed, respectively, in absence of the unknown
input. We assume that these two speeds are known (we refer to them as to the known inputs),
w is unknown (we refer to it as to the unknown input or disturbance) and γ is constant in time.
See also figure 5.2 for an illustration.
We consider the same three cases of output considered in section 5.1. Additionally, we deal
with both the cases when γ is known and unknown (in section 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, respectively).
5.2.2 Observability properties when γ is known
The state is [xv, yv, θ]T and its dynamics are provided by the three equations in (5.3), where
γ is a known parameter. These equations are a special case of (2.1). From (5.3) and (2.1) we
easily obtain: mu = 2, u1 = v, u2 = ω,
f1 =
 cos θsin θ
0
 , f2 =
 00
1
 , g =
 cos γsin γ
0

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Figure 5.2: The vehicle state together with the three considered outputs.
We consider the three outputs separately. For the simplicity sake, we actually consider the
following three outputs: y = r2 = x2v + y2v instead of y = r, y = tanβ =
yv−xv tan θ
xv+yv tan θ
instead of
y = β and y = tanφ = yvxv instead of y = φ. Obviously, the result of the observability analysis
does not change.
First Case: y = r2
We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We have L1g = 2(xv cos γ + yv sin γ), which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We have Ω0 = span{[xv, yv, 0]} and Ω1 = span{[xv, yv, 0], [cos θ, sin θ, yv cos θ − xv sin θ] }.
Step 3
We have L1φ0L1g = Lf1L1g = 2 cos(γ − θ), which does not vanish, in general. This suffices to
conclude that the considered system is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we
need to continue with step 4.
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Step 4
We have τ = 12(xv cos γ+yv sin γ)2 and
Dτ = − 1
(xv cos γ + yv sin γ)3
[cos γ, sin γ, 0]
Step 5
We need to compute Ω2 and, in order to do this, we need to compute 1φ1 and 2φ1 through
algorithm 2. We obtain: 1φ1 =2 φ1 =
 00
0
. On the other hand, we obtain that L g
L1g
DLf1h /∈
Ω1. Hence, by using algorithm 3 we obtain that Ω2 has dimension equal to 3. As a result, we
do not need to proceed with the remaining steps, since we can directly conclude that the entire
state is weakly locally observable.
Second Case: y = tanβ
We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We have L1g = − yv cos γ−xv sin γx2v cos2 θ+2 sin θ cos θxvyv−y2v cos2 θ+y2v , which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
By an explicit computation (by using algorithm 3) we obtain that the dimension of Ω0 is 1 and
the dimension of Ω1 is 2.
Step 3
We have L2φ0L1g = Lf2L1g 6= 0, in general. This suffices to conclude that the considered system
is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = xv cos γ+yv sin γ+xv cos(γ−2θ)−yv sin(γ−2θ)yv cos γ−xv sin γ
Step 5
We need to compute Ω2. Also in this case, we obtain that L g
L1g
DLf1h /∈ Ω1. Hence, by using
algorithm 3 we obtain that Ω2 has dimension equal to 3. As a result, we do not need to proceed
with the remaining steps, since we can directly conclude that the entire state is weakly locally
observable.
Third Case: y = tanφ
We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
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Step 1
We have L1g = −yv cos γ−xv sin γx2v , which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We have Ω0 = span{[−yv, xv, 0]}. In addition, by an explicit computation (by using algorithm
3) we obtain that the dimension of Ω1 is 2.
Step 3
We have L2φ0L1g = Lf2L1g 6= 0, in general. This suffices to conclude that the considered system
is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = − 2x4v cos γx4v sin γ−x3vyv cos γ
Step 5
We need to compute Ω2. Also in this case, we obtain that L g
L1g
DLf1h /∈ Ω1. Hence, by using
algorithm 3 we obtain that Ω2 has dimension equal to 3. As a result, we do not need to proceed
with the remaining steps, since we can directly conclude that the entire state is weakly locally
observable.
5.2.3 Observability properties when γ is unknown
The state is [xv, yv, θ, γ]T and its dynamics are provided by the following four equations:
x˙v = v cos θ + w cos γ
y˙v = v sin θ + w sin γ
θ˙ = ω
γ˙ = 0
(5.4)
From (5.4) and (2.1) we easily obtain: mu = 2, u1 = v, u2 = ω,
f1 =

cos θ
sin θ
0
0
 , f2 =

0
0
1
0
 , g =

cos γ
sin γ
0
0

We consider the three outputs separately. As in section 5.2.2, we actually consider the following
three outputs: y = r2 = x2v + y2v instead of y = r, y = tanβ =
yv−xv tan θ
xv+yv tan θ
instead of y = β and
y = tanφ = yvxv instead of y = φ. Obviously, the result of the observability analysis does not
change.
First Case: y = r2
We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
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Step 1
We obviously obtain the same expression as in the case y = r2 of section 5.2.2, i.e., L1g =
2(xv cos γ + yv sin γ), which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We have Ω0 = span{[xv, yv, 0, 0]} and Ω1 = span{[xv, yv, 0, 0], [cos θ, sin θ, yv cos θ−xv sin θ, 0] }.
Step 3
We have L1φ0L1g = Lf1L1g = 2 cos(γ − θ), which does not vanish, in general. This suffices to
conclude that the considered system is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we
need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = 12(xv cos γ+yv sin γ)2 , as in the case y = r
2 of section 5.2.2. On the other hand, the
differential of τ also includes the derivative with respect to γ, namely:
Dτ = −1
(xv cos γ + yv sin γ)3
[cos γ, sin γ, 0, yv cos γ − xv sin γ]
Step 5
We need to compute Ω2 and, in order to do this, we need to compute 1φ1 and 2φ1 through
algorithm 2. We obtain: 1φ1 =2 φ1 =

0
0
0
0
. By using algorithm 3 we compute Ω2 and we
obtain that its dimension is 3. Additionally, it is possible to verify that Dτ ∈ Ω2, meaning that
m′ = 2.
Step 6
By a direct computation, it is possible to check that Ω3 = Ω2 meaning that m∗ = 2 and Ω∗ = Ω2.
Step 7
We conclude that the dimension of the observable codistribution is equal to 3(< 4) and the state
is not weakly locally observable. In particular, since the differential of every state component
does not belong to Ω2, we conclude that no state component is observable.
Second Case: y = tanβ
We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We obviously obtain the same expression as in the case y = tanβ of section 5.2.2, i.e., L1g =
− yv cos γ−xv sin γx2v cos2 θ+2 sin θ cos θxvyv−y2v cos2 θ+y2v , which does not vanish, in general.
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Step 2
We compute Ω0 and Ω1: their dimension are 1 and 2, respectively.
Step 3
We have L2φ0L1g = Lf2L1g 6= 0, in general. This suffices to conclude that the considered system
is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = xv cos γ+yv sin γ+xv cos(γ−2θ)−yv sin(γ−2θ)yv cos γ−xv sin γ , as in the case y = tanβ of section 5.2.2. On
the other hand, the differential of τ also includes the derivative with respect to γ.
Step 5
By using algorithm 3 we compute Ω2 and we obtain that its dimension is 3. Additionally, it is
possible to verify that Dτ ∈ Ω2, meaning that m′ = 2.
Step 6
By a direct computation, it is possible to check that Ω3 = Ω2 meaning that m∗ = 2 and Ω∗ = Ω2.
Step 7
We conclude that the dimension of the observable codistribution is equal to 3(< 4) and the state
is not weakly locally observable. In particular, since the differential of every state component
does not belong to Ω2, we conclude that no state component is observable.
Third Case: y = tanφ
We apply the analytic criterion in chapter 4. We obtain:
Step 1
We obviously obtain the same expression as in the case y = tanφ of section 5.2.2, i.e., L1g =
−yv cos γ−xv sin γx2v , which does not vanish, in general.
Step 2
We compute Ω0 and Ω1: their dimension are 1 and 2, respectively.
Step 3
We have L2φ0L1g = Lf2L1g 6= 0, in general. This suffices to conclude that the considered system
is not in the special case considered by lemma 6 and we need to continue with step 4.
Step 4
We have τ = − 2x4v cos γx4v sin γ−x3vyv cos γ , as in the case y = tanφ of section 5.2.2. On the other hand,
the differential of τ also includes the derivative with respect to γ.
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γ Output State observability
known y = r yes
known y = β yes
known y = φ yes
unknown y = r no
unknown y = β no
unknown y = φ yes
Table 5.2: Weak local observability of the state in all the considered scenarios
Step 5
By using algorithm 3 we compute Ω2 and we obtain that its dimension is 4. As a result, we
do not need to proceed with the remaining steps, since we can directly conclude that the entire
state is weakly locally observable.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results of the observability analysis carried out in this section. We
conclude this section by remarking that these results agree with our expectation. By using the
observability rank condition in [8], we easily obtain that, in absence of the unknown input, the
dimension of the observable codistribution is 2 for the first two observations (y = r and y = β)
and 3 for the last one (y = φ). In particular, for the first two observations, all the initial states
rotated around the vertical axis are indistinguishable. In other words, in these two cases, the
system exhibits a continuous symmetry [24]. In presence of the unknown input, when γ is known,
the aforementioned system invariance is broken and the entire state becomes observable. When γ
is unknown, the symmetry still remains (and obviously also concerns the new state component γ).
Note also a very important aspect. The presence of an unknown input improves the observability
properties of a system (this regards the case when γ is known). In particular, if w = 0 (absence
of unknown input), the state becomes unobservable despite the knowledge of the unknown input
(we know that it is zero), while, when w 6= 0, the state is observable even if w is unknown. Note
that having an unknown input equal to zero is an event that occurs with zero probability and
our theory accounts this fact since it is based on definition 1. To this regard, note also that
the validity of theorem 1, which allows us to introduce the algorithms 2 and 3, holds when the
unknown input is different from 0.
5.2.4 Simulations
The scope of this section is to show that, by using a very simple estimator based on an Extended
Kalman Filter, we obtain results which agree with our observability analysis.
Simulated trajectories and robot sensors
The trajectories are simulated as follows. The equations in (5.3) are discretized with a time step
of 5 ∗ 10−4 s and they last for 10 s. The linear speed, i.e. v, is constant and equal to 0.1 m s−1.
The angular speed, i.e. ω, is generated randomly. Specifically, its value is settled at each step
and follows a Gaussian distribution with mean value 2pi10 rad s
−1 and variance
(
6pi
10
)2
rad2 s−2.
A typical example of trajectory, obtained with this setting, is displayed in fig. 5.3, left side. The
disturbance is generated as follows. The parameter γ is set equal to 0.7 pi. The unknown input
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w is generated randomly. Specifically, its value is settled at each step and follows a Gaussian
distribution with mean value 0.05 m s−1 and variance (0.005)2 m2 s−2. A typical example of
trajectory is displayed in fig. 5.3, right side.
Figure 5.3: Typical simulated trajectories. Left side without disturbance, right side with distur-
bance.
The robot is equipped with proprioceptive sensors able to measure at each time step the linear and
the angular speed. These measurements are affected by errors. Specifically, each measurement
is generated at every time step of 5 ∗ 10−4 s by adding to the true value a random error that
follows a Gaussian distribution. The mean value of this error is zero and the standard deviation
is 0.01 times the true value for both the linear and the angular speed.
Regarding the exteroceptive measurements, they are generated at a lower frequency. Specifically,
the measurements are generated each 2.5∗10−2 s. Also these measurements are affected by errors.
Specifically, the measurement is generated by adding to the true value a random error that follows
a Gaussian distribution. The mean value of this error is zero and the standard deviation is 0.01 m
for the range measurements and 1 deg for the two angular measurements (bearing of the origin
in the robot frame and bearing of the robot in the global frame).
Estimation results
We adopt an Extended Kalman Filter that estimates an extended state that includes the unknown
input together with its first order time derivative. In other words, in the case when γ is known,
the estimated state is: [xv, yv, θ, w, w(1)]. Its dynamics are obtained from (5.3) and are:
x˙v = v cos θ + w cos γ
y˙v = v sin θ + w sin γ
θ˙ = ω
w˙ = w(1)
w˙(1) = w(2)
(5.5)
When γ is unknown, the estimated state also includes γ and the dynamics are given by (5.5) and
the additional equation γ˙ = 0.
In order to implement the prediction phase of our Extended Kalman Filter we have to provide
the value of w(2), which is unknown. We set this quantity to zero. Note that the simulated
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trajectory does not satisfy this hypothesis since the disturbance is randomly generated. However,
the estimator is able to provide good performance as it is shown in figures 5.4-5.6.
Figure 5.4 displays the estimated trajectory in the case when the output is provided by the
range sensor (h = r). Dots blue are the ground truth, red circles the estimated trajectory by
only using the knowledge of the proprioceptive measurements (i.e., the measurements of v and
ω), black stars the trajectory estimated by our estimator. Left side is the case when γ is known
and right side when it is unknown. In accordance with our observability analysis, the estimator
follows the true trajectory only in the case when γ is known. Figure 5.5 displays the estimated
trajectory in the case when the output is provided by the on-board bearing sensor (h = β).
Also in this case, the estimator follows the true trajectory only in the case when γ is known, in
accordance with our observability analysis. Finally, figure 5.6 displays the estimated trajectory
in the case when the output is provided by the bearing sensor at the origin (h = φ). In this
case, the estimator follows the true trajectory both in the case when γ is known and when it is
unknown. Also this result agrees with our observability analysis.
Figure 5.4: Estimated trajectory in the case when the output is h = r. Dots blue are the ground
truth, red circles the estimated trajectory by only using the knowledge of the proprioceptive
measurements, black stars the trajectory estimated by our estimator. On the left side is the case
when γ is known and on the right side when it is unknown.
We conclude this section by remarking that the results of our simulations fully agree with the
observability analysis provided in sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3. Note that we showed the result of a
single trial. However, we found always similar results by running many trials.
5.3 Vehicle moving in 3D in presence of a disturbance
5.3.1 The system
We consider a vehicle that moves in a 3D−environment. We assume that the dynamics of the
vehicle are affected by the presence of a disturbance (e.g., this could be an aerial vehicle in
presence of wind). We assume that the direction of the disturbance is constant in time and
a priori known. Conversely, the disturbance magnitude is unknown and time dependent. The
vehicle is equipped with speed sensors (e.g., airspeed sensors in the case of an aerial vehicle),
gyroscopes and a bearing sensor (e.g., monocular camera). We assume that all the sensors share
the same frame (in other words, they are extrinsically calibrated). Without loss of generality, we
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Figure 5.5: The same as in figure 5.4 in the case when the output is h = β.
Figure 5.6: The same as in figure 5.4 in the case when the output is h = φ.
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define the vehicle local frame as this common frame. The airspeed sensors measure the vehicle
speed with respect to the air in the local frame. The gyroscopes provide the angular speed in
the local frame. Finally, the bearing sensor provides the bearing angles of the features in the
environment expressed in its own local frame. We consider the extreme case of a single point
feature and, without loss of generality, we set the origin of the global frame at this point feature
(see figure 5.7 for an illustration). Additionally, we assume that the z−axis of the global frame
is aligned with the direction of the disturbance.
Figure 5.7: Local and global frame for the considered problem. The z−axis of the latter is
aligned with the direction of the disturbance (assumed to be known and constant in time). The
speed V is the vehicle speed with respect to the air, which differs from the ground speed because
of the disturbance (w).
Our system can be characterized by the following state:
X , [x, y, z, qt, qx, qy, qz]T (5.6)
where r = [x, y, z] is the position of the vehicle in the global frame and q = qt + qxi+ qyj + qzk
is the unit quaternion that describes the transformation change between the global and the
local frame. The dynamics are affected by the presence of the disturbance. The disturbance is
characterized by the following vector (in the global frame):
w¯ = w
 00
1
 (5.7)
where w is its unknown magnitude.
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In the sequel, for each vector defined in the 3D space, the pedix q will be adopted to denote
the corresponding imaginary quaternion. For instance, regarding the vehicle position, we have:
rq = 0 + x i+ y j + z k. Additionally, we denote by V and Ω the following physical quantities:
• V = [Vx, Vy, Vz] is the vehicle speed with respect to the air expressed in the local frame
(hence, w k+ qVqq∗ is the vehicle speed with respect to the ground expressed in the global
frame).
• Ω , [Ωx Ωy Ωz] is the angular speed (and Ωq = 0 + Ωx i+ Ωy j + Ωz k).
The dynamics of the state are:  r˙q = w k + qVqq∗
q˙ =
1
2
qΩq
(5.8)
The monocular camera provides the position of the feature in the local frame (Fq = −q∗rqq) up
to a scale. Hence, it provides the ratios of the components of F :
hcam(X) , [hu, hv]T =
[
(q∗rqq)x
(q∗rqq)z
,
(q∗rqq)y
(q∗rqq)z
]T
(5.9)
where the pedices x, y and z indicate respectively the i, j and k component of the correspond-
ing quaternion. We have also to consider the constraint q∗q = 1. This provides the further
observation:
hconst(X) , q∗q (5.10)
Our system is characterized by the state in (5.6), the dynamics in (5.8) and the three outputs
hu, hv and hconst in (5.9) and (5.10).
5.3.2 Observability in absence of disturbance
Our system is characterized by the state in (5.6), the dynamics in (5.8) with w = 0 and the three
outputs hu, hv and hconst in (5.9) and (5.10).
By comparing (5.8) with (2.1) we obtain that our system is characterized by six known inputs
(mu = 6) that are: u1 = Ωx, u2 = Ωy, u3 = Ωz, u4 = Vx , u5 = Vy and u6 = Vz. Additionally,
we obtain:
f1 =
1
2

0
0
0
−qx
qt
qz
−qy

, f2 =
1
2

0
0
0
−qy
−qz
qt
qx

, f3 =
1
2

0
0
0
−qz
qy
−qx
qt

,
f4 =

q2t + q
2
x − q2y − q2z
2qtqz + 2qxqy
2qxqz − 2qtqy
0
0
0
0

, f5 =

2qxqy − 2qtqz
q2t − q2x + q2y − q2z
2qtqx + 2qyqz
0
0
0
0

,
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f6 =

2qtqy + 2qxqz
2qyqz − 2qtqx
q2t − q2x − q2y + q2z
0
0
0
0

Finally, in absence of disturbance we have:
g = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
T
In this case we can apply the observability rank condition, i.e., algorithm 1, to obtain the
observable codistribution. We compute the codistribution Ω0 by computing the differentials of
the three functions hu, hv and hconst. We obtain that this codistribution has dimension equal
to 3. We use algorithm 1 to compute Ω1. We obtain that its dimension is 4. In particular, the
additional covector is obtained by the differential of the following Lie derivative:
Lf4hu
In other words:
Ω1 = span
{Dhu, Dhv, Dhconst, DLf4hu,}
All the remaining first order Lie derivatives have differential that is in the above codistribution.
Additionally, by an explicit computation, it is easy to realize that Ω2 = Ω1. This means that
algorithm 1 has converged and the observable codistribution is Ω1.
By an explicit computation, it is possible to check that the differentials of the components of the
vector F belong to Ω1. This means that all the observable modes are the components of F , i.e.,
the position of the feature in the local frame (obviously, the fourth observable mode is the norm
of the quaternion). In particular, no component of the vehicle orientation is observable.
5.3.3 Observability in presence of the disturbance
We now consider the case when the dynamics are affected by the presence of the disturbance.
By comparing (5.8) with (2.1) we obtain that the vector fields that characterize the dynamics
are the same that characterize the dynamics in absence of disturbance with the exception of the
last one, which becomes:
g = [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0]
T
To derive the observability properties we apply the proposed analytic tool, by following the seven
steps provided in chapter 4.
First Step
We start by computing the Lie derivatives of the outputs hu, hv and hconst along the vector
field g. We find that the result differs from zero for the first two outputs. Hence, we use the first
output (hu) to define L1g (we could choose also the second output hv). In particular, we obtain:
L1g , Lghu =
−y(2qtqz − 2qxqy)− x(q2t − q2x + q2y − q2z)
[z(q2t − q2x − q2y + q2z) + 2x(qtqy + qxqz) + 2y(qyqz − qtqx)]2
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Second Step
We compute the codistribution Ω0 by computing the differentials of the three functions hu,
hv and hconst. This coincides with the case without disturbance, and we obtain that this codis-
tribution has dimension equal to 3.
We use algorithm 3 to compute Ω1. We obtain that its dimension is 5. In particular, the
additional two independent covectors are obtained by the differentials of the following two Lie
derivatives:
Lf4hu, L g
L1g
hv
In other words:
Ω1 = span
{
Dhu, Dhv, Dhconst, DLf4hu, DL g
L1g
hv
}
All the remaining first order Lie derivatives have differential that is in the above codistribution.
Third Step
We compute 1φ1, 2φ1, 3φ1, 4φ1, 5φ1 and 6φ1 by using algorithm 2. We obtain that all
these vectors vanish. As a result, all the subsequent steps of algorithm 2 provide null vectors.
Therefore, the assumptions of lemma 6 are trivially met. We set m′ = 0 and we skip to the sixth
step.
Sixth Step
We use algorithm 3 to compute Ω2 and we obtain:
Ω2 = Ω1 + span
{
DLf4L g
L1g
hv
}
Hence, its dimension is 6. Finally, by using again algorithm 3 it is possible to compute Ω3
and to check that Ω3 = Ω2. This means that the algorithm has converged and the observable
codistribution is Ω∗ = Ω2.
Seventh Step
By computing the distribution orthogonal to the codistribution Ω∗ we can find the continuous
symmetry that characterizes the unobservable space [24]. By an explicit computation we obtain
the following vector: [
−y, x, 0, − qz
2
, − qy
2
,
qx
2
,
qt
2
]T
This symmetry corresponds to an invariance with respect to a rotation around the z−axis of the
global frame. This means that we have a single unobservable mode that is the yaw in the global
frame1. We conclude by remarking that the presence of the disturbance, even if its magnitude
is unknown and is not constant, makes observable the roll and the pitch angles. This result is
similar to the result that we obtain in the case of visual and inertial sensor fusion in presence
of gravity. The presence of gravity makes observable the roll and the pitch angles, even if its
magnitude is unknown [25, 26]. What it is non intuitive in the case now investigated, is that,
not only the magnitude of the disturbance is unknown, but it is also time dependent.
1Note that the chosen global frame is aligned with he direction of the disturbance (fig. 5.7). Hence, what is
unobservable is a rotation around the direction of the disturbance.
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5.3.4 Simulations
As in section 5.2.4, the scope of this section is to show that, by using a simple estimator based
on an Extended Kalman Filter, we obtain results that agree with our observability analysis.
Simulated trajectories and robot sensors
The trajectories are simulated as follows. The equations in (5.8) are discretized with a time
step of 0.01 s. Each trial lasts 200 s. The initial vehicle speed is set to zero. The initial position
is set equal to [0.5 0.5 0.5]m. The vehicle motion is randomly generated. The angular speed, i.e.
Ω, is Gaussian. Specifically, its value at each step follows a zero mean Gaussian distribution with
covariance matrix equal to (1 deg)2I3, where I3 is the identity 3×3 matrix. At each time step, the
vehicle speed is incremented by adding a random vector with zero mean Gaussian distribution.
In particular, the covariance matrix of this distribution is set equal to σ2I3, with σ = 10−4m.
Finally, we simulate the disturbance as a vector along the z−axis, whose magnitude is generated
as a random Gaussian variable, with mean value 0.2 ms−1 and variance 0.052 m2s−2.
Typical trajectories, obtained with this setting, are displayed in figures 5.8 and 5.9.
Figure 5.8: A typical simulated trajectory in absence of disturbance. In blue the true trajectory,
in red the trajectory estimated by only integrating the gyroscope and the airspeed measurements
and in black the trajectory estimated by the proposed EKF.
The vehicle is equipped with proprioceptive sensors able to measure at each time step the speed
with respect to the air and the angular speed. These measurements are affected by errors.
Specifically, each measurement is generated at every time step of 0.01 s by adding to the true
value a random error that follows a Gaussian distribution. The mean value of this error is zero
and the standard deviation is 0.01 ms−1 for the airspeed and 1 deg s−1 for the gyroscope.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: A typical simulated trajectory in presence of disturbance along the z−axis. In blue
the true trajectory, in red the trajectory estimated by only integrating the gyroscope and the
airspeed measurements and in black the trajectory estimated by the proposed EKF.
Regarding the exteroceptive measurements, they are generated at a lower frequency. Specif-
ically, the measurements are generated each 0.1 s. Also these measurements are affected by
errors. Specifically, each measurement is generated by adding to the true value a random error
that follows a zero mean Gaussian distribution, with variance 1 deg2. We simulate two point
features, one at the origin and the other one at the position [1 0 1]m (note that the result of the
observability analysis is independent of the number of point features).
Estimation results
We adopt an EKF that estimates an extended state that includes the state in (5.6) and the
unknown input (w) together with its first order time derivative (w(1) , dwdt ). In other words, the
estimated state is:
[
x, y, z, qt, qx, qy, qz, w, w
(1)
]T
. Its dynamics are given in (5.8) with the
two further equations: [
w˙ = w(1)
w˙(1) = w(2)
(5.11)
In order to implement the prediction phase of our EKF we have to provide the value of w(2)
(, d2wdt2 ), which is unknown. We set this quantity to zero. Note that the simulated trajectory does
not satisfy this hypothesis since the disturbance is randomly generated. However, the estimator
is able to provide good performance as it is shown in figures 5.10-5.14.
Figure 5.8 displays the estimated trajectory in absence of the disturbance. The red line is
the trajectory obtained by only using the proprioceptive measurements, while the black line
is the trajectory obtained by the proposed EKF. The true trajectory is in blue. Both the
estimated trajectories diverge. However, the divergence is slower for the trajectory estimated by
the EKF. This divergence is consistent with our observability analysis. The vehicle position is
not observable (both with and without disturbance). Figure 5.9 displays the same of figure 5.8
for a trial in presence of the disturbance. Note that, in this case, the z−axis has now a different
scale (much larger). This is to show the trajectory obtained by only using the proprioceptive
measurements, whose divergence is much faster due to the presence of the disturbance along the
z−axis.
In the remaining figures, we show the performance of the proposed EKF in estimating the
distances of the two features and the roll, the pitch and the yaw angles. In accordance with
our observability analysis, the distances of the features are observable both with and without
the disturbance. In contrast, the roll and the pitch angles are observable only in presence of
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the disturbance. Finally, the yaw angle is always unobservable. All these results are clearly
confirmed by our simulation results.
Figure 5.10: Estimation error on the distance of the two observed point features in absence of
the disturbance.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the error on the two distances, in absence and in presence of the
disturbance, respectively. We note that, the error does not increase with time in both cases.
Figures 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 show the error on the roll, pitch and yaw angles, respectively. The
left side is in absence of the disturbance while the right side is in presence of the disturbance. In
absence of the disturbance, the error increases with time for all the three angles. In presence of
the disturbance, it does not increase for the roll and the pitch angle.
We conclude this section by remarking that the results of our simulations fully agree with the
observability analysis provided in section 5.3.3. Also note that we showed the result of a single
trial. However, we found always similar results by running many trials.
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Figure 5.11: As in fig. 5.10 but in presence of the disturbance.
Figure 5.12: Estimation error on the vehicle roll angle. Left side in absence of the disturbance,
right side in presence of the disturbance.
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Figure 5.13: As in fig. 5.12 but for the pitch angle.
Figure 5.14: As in fig. 5.12 but for the yaw angle.
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Chapter 6
Analytic Derivations
In this chapter, we prove the validity of the analytic results presented in chapter 3. We start
by introducing several important concepts starting by providing the definition of state indistin-
guishability in presence of unknown inputs (section 6.1). These concepts hold for any number of
unknown inputs and when the dynamics are affine in the inputs (and not simply linear). Then,
section 6.2 is devoted to prove the results that hold in the case of a single unknown input and
therefore to prove the validity of the results provided in chapters 3 and 4.
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6.1 State Indistinguishability, State augmentation and Ob-
servable Codistribution
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the concepts introduced in this section, hold for
any number of unknown inputs (mw) and when the dynamics are affine in the inputs. Specifically,
we will refer to the following dynamics:
x˙ = g0(x) +
mu∑
i=1
f i(x)ui +
mw∑
j=1
gj(x)wj (6.1)
where g0(x), f i(x), i = 1, · · · ,mu, and gj(x), j = 1, · · · ,mw, are vector fields in M ⊂ Rn.
In [8, 16] the observability properties of a nonlinear system driven by only known inputs are
derived starting from the definition of indistinguishable states. According to this definition, it is
proven the following fundamental property:
Proposition 1 The Lie derivatives of any output computed along any direction allowed by the
system dynamics take the same values at the states which are indistinguishable.
Starting from this fundamental property it is possible to prove that algorithm 1 generates
the observable codistribution [16]. In presence of unknown inputs, we first need to introduce
a new definition of indistinguishability. To be conservative, the new definition must consider
two states indistinguishable if there exists at least one pair of unknown inputs, such that, the
outputs obtained starting from the first state under the effect of the first unknown input on a
given time interval (I), coincide with the outputs obtained starting from the second state under
the effect of the second unknown input on the same time interval, and this holds for any choice
of the known inputs. On the other hand, if this condition is achieved only for a unique pair of
unknown inputs, the probability that this event occurs is zero. For this reason, we require that
this condition is met for infinite pairs of unknown inputs. The concept of measure in spaces
with infinite dimensions is not trivial. In particular, there is no analogue of Lebesgue measure
on an infinite-dimensional Banach space. One possibility, which is frequently adopted, is to use
the concept of prevalent and shy sets [15]. Let us denote by W the functional space of all the
possible unknown input functions. The probability that a given unknown input belongs to a shy
subset of W, is 0. The probability that a given unknown input belongs to a prevalent subset of
W, is 1. Finally, the probability that a given unknown input belongs to a non-shy subset of W,
is strictly larger than 0.
We introduce the following definition:
Definition 1 (Indistinguishable states) Two states xa and xb are indistinguishable if, for
every u(t) (the known input vector function), there exists a non-shy subset Wa in the functional
space of all the possible unknown input functions, such that, for any unknown input function wa ∈
Wa it exists an unknown input function wb such that h(x(t; xa; u; wa)) = h(x(t; xb; u; wb))
∀t ∈ I.
The property stated by proposition 1 does not hold in presence of unknown inputs. Our first
objective is to extend the original state in order to obtain a similar property for the resulting
extended system. This new property will be the one stated by proposition 4.
To obtain such a result, we proceed as follows. We extend the original state by including the
unknown inputs together with their time derivatives. Specifically, we denote by kx the extended
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state that includes the unknown inputs and their time derivatives up to the (k − 1)−order:
kx , [xT , wT , w(1) T , · · · , w(k−1) T ]T (6.2)
where w(k) , dkw
dtk
and kx ∈M (k), with M (k) an open set of Rn+kmw . From (6.1) it is immediate
to obtain the dynamics for the extended state:
kx˙ = G+
mu∑
i=1
F iui +
mw∑
j=1
W jw
(k)
j (6.3)
where:
G ,

g0 +
∑mw
j=1 g
jwj
w(1)
w(2)
· · ·
w(k−1)
0mw
 (6.4)
F i ,
[
f i
0kmw
]
, W j ,
 0n+(k−1)mw+j−11
0mw−j
 (6.5)
and we denoted by 0m the m−dimensional zero column vector. We remark that the resulting
system has still mu known inputs and mw unknown inputs. However, while the mu known inputs
coincide with the original ones, the mw unknown inputs are now the k−order time derivatives
of the original unknown inputs. The state evolution depends on the known inputs via the vector
fields F i, (i = 1, · · · ,mu) and it depends on the unknown inputs via the unit vectors W j ,
(j = 1, · · · ,mw). Finally, we remark that only the vector field G depends on the new state
elements.
In the sequel, we will denote the extended system by Σ(k). Additionally, we use the notation:
ξ , [wT , w(1) T , · · · , w(k−1) T ]T . In this notation we have kx = [xT , ξT ]T . We also denote by
Σ(0) the original system, i.e., the one characterized by the state x and the equations in (6.1).
We start by providing a simple result for Σ(k):
Lemma 1 In Σ(k), the Lie derivatives of the output up to the mth order (m ≤ k) are independent
of w(f)j , j = 1, · · · ,mw, ∀f ≥ m.
Proof: We proceed by induction on m for any k. When m = 0 we only have one zero-order
Lie derivative (i.e., h(x)), which only depends on x, namely it is independent of w(f), ∀f ≥ 0.
Let us assume that the previous assert is true for m and let us prove that it holds for m+ 1. If
it is true for m, any Lie derivative up to the mth order is independent of w(f), for any f ≥ m.
In other words, the analytical expression of any Lie derivative up to the m−order is represented
by a function g(x,w,w(1), · · · , w(m−1)). Hence, dg = [ ∂g∂x , ∂g∂w , ∂g∂w(1) , · · · , ∂g∂w(m−1) , 0(k−m)mw ]. It
is immediate to realize that the product of this differential by any vector field in (6.3) depends
at most on w(m), i.e., it is independent of w(f), ∀f ≥ m+ 1 
A simple consequence of this lemma is the following property:
Proposition 2 Let us consider the system Σ(k). The Lie derivatives of the output up to the kth
order along at least one vector among W j (j = 1, · · · ,mw) are identically zero.
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Proof: From the previous lemma it follows that all the Lie derivatives, up to the (k−1)−order
are independent of w(k−1), which are the last mw components of the extended state in (6.2).
Then, the proof follows from the fact that any vector among W j (j = 1, · · · ,mw) has the first
n+ (k − 1)mw components equal to zero 
We have the following property:
Proposition 3 The Lie derivatives of the output up to the kth order along any vector field G,
F 1, · · · , Fmu for the system Σ(k)coincide with the same Lie derivatives for the system Σ(k+1)
Proof: We proceed by induction on m for any k. When m = 0 we only have one zero-order
Lie derivative (i.e., h(x)), which is obviously the same for the two systems, Σ(k)and Σ(k+1). Let
us assume that the previous assert is true form and let us prove that it holds form+1 ≤ k. If it is
true for m, any Lie derivative up to the mth order is the same for the two systems. Additionally,
from lemma 1, we know that these Lie derivatives are independent of w(f), ∀f ≥ m. The proof
follows from the fact that the first n + mmw components of the vector fields G, F 1, · · · , Fmu
for Σ(k), coincide with the first n+mmw components of the same vector fields for Σ(k+1), when
m < k 
For Σ(k) we have a fundamental property that is the extension of the one stated by proposition
1:
Proposition 4 If xa and xb are indistinguishable, there exist ξa and ξb such that, in Σ(k), the
Lie derivatives of the output up to the kth-order, along all the vector fields that characterize the
dynamics of Σ(k), take the same values at [xa, ξa] and [xb, ξb].
Proof: We consider a piecewise-constant input u˜ as follows (i = 1, · · · ,mu):
u˜i(t) = (6.6)
u1i t ∈ [0, t1)
u2i t ∈ [t1, t1 + t2)
· · ·
ugi t ∈ [t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tg−1, t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tg−1 + tg)
Since xa and xb are indistinguishable, there exist two unknown input functions wa(t) and wb(t)
such that the output coincide on xa and xb. In particular, we can write:
h(x(t; [xa, ξa]; u˜; w
(k)
a )) = h(x(t; [xb, ξb]; u˜; w
(k)
b )) (6.7)
∀t ∈ [0, t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tg−1 + tg) ⊂ I. On the other hand, by taking the two quantities in (6.7) at
t = t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tg−1 + tg, we can consider them as functions of the g arguments t1, t2, · · · , tg.
Hence, by differentiating with respect to all these variables, we also have:
∂gh(x(t1 + · · ·+ tg; [xa, ξa]; u˜; w(k)a ))
∂t1∂t2 · · · ∂tg = (6.8)
=
∂gh(x(t1 + · · ·+ tg; [xb, ξb]; u˜; w(k)b ))
∂t1∂t2 · · · ∂tg
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By computing the previous derivatives at t1 = t2 = · · · = tg = 0 and by using proposition 2 we
obtain, if g ≤ k:
Lgθ1θ2···θgh
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x = xaξ = ξa
= Lgθ1θ2···θgh
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x = xbξ = ξb
(6.9)
where θh = G+
∑mu
i=1 F
iuhi , h = 1, · · · , g. The equality in (6.9) must hold for all possible choices
of uh1 , · · · , uhmu . By appropriately selecting these uh1 , · · · , uhmu , we finally obtain:
Lgv1v2···vgh
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x = xaξ = ξa
= Lgv1v2···vgh
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x = xbξ = ξb
(6.10)
where v1v2 · · · vg are vector fields belonging to the set {G,F 1, · · · , Fmu} 
The main difference between propositions 1 and 4 is that, in the latter, we cannot consider any
order Lie derivative, since the order cannot exceed k. This will have important consequences, as
we will see. Before discussing this point, we remark that in [8] it was also defined the concept of
V−indistinguishable states, with V a subset of the definition set that includes the two considered
states. From this definition and the previous proof we can alleviate the assumptions in the
previous proposition. Specifically, we have the following:
Remark 1 The statement of proposition 4 also holds if xa and xb are V−indistinguishable.
Now let us discuss how we can use the result stated by the proposition 4 to investigate the
observability properties. Thanks to the results stated by propositions 3 and 4 we can easily
build a codistribution that is observable. In the sequel, we will denote by d the differential with
respect to the entire extended state. We will call original state the vector x and, we remind the
reader that we denote by D the differential with respect to the original state. The observable
codistribution for Σ(k) is the span of the differentials of all the Lie derivatives of the output
along G, F 1, · · · , Fmu up to the k-order. Hence, for any m ≤ k, it is obtained recursively by the
following algorithm:
Algorithm 4 Observable codistribution for the extended state (m ≤ k)
1. Ω¯0 = span{dh};
2. Ω¯m = Ω¯m−1 + LGΩ¯m−1 +
∑mu
i=1 LF iΩ¯m−1
It is possible to obtain all the observability properties of the original state starting from the
codistributions generated by the previous algorithm. In order to show this, we introduce the
concept of Observable Mode. This concept can be also useful in the case without unknown
inputs.
Given x0, we denote by Ix0 the set of all the states x such that x and x0 are indistinguishable.
According to the theory of observability, a system is observable in x0 if Ix0 = x0. We introduce
here the following new definition:
Definition 2 (Observable Mode) A scalar function is observable in x0 if it is constant on
Ix0 . Additionally, it is weakly observable in x0 if it exists an open neighbourhood Bx0 such that
it is constant on Bx0 ∩ Ix0 .
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The basic idea behind definition 2 is the following. Let us suppose that the true initial state
is x0. According to the definition of indistinguishable set (which is based on definition 1),
the system only contains the information to establish whether the initial state belongs to the
indistinguishable set Ix0 or not. Hence, if a scalar function takes the same value on this set,
we conclude that the system has enough information to know the value of this scalar function
at the initial time. We also remark that definition 2 generalizes the definition of observability.
Specifically, a system is observable in x0 when all the components of the state x are observable
modes in x0. When the scalar function is only weakly observable at x0, we conclude that the
system has enough information to know the value of this scalar function at the initial time,
provided that we a priori know that the initial state is sufficiently close to x0.
The following two propositions generalize theorem 3.1 and 3.11 in [8].
Proposition 5 Given a scalar function θ(x), if it exists an integer k such that for the extended
system Σ(k), dθ ∈ Ω¯k in a given x0 and for a given extension ξ0, then θ is weakly observable in
x0.
Proof: θ(x) can be expressed in terms of the Lie derivatives of the output along the fields that
characterize the dynamics of Σ(k), up to the k−order. We can write θ(x) = G(φ1(x, ξ), · · · , φL(x, ξ)),
∀x ∈ Bx0 where φ1(x, ξ), · · · , φL(x, ξ) are L Lie derivatives among the ones of above and G is a
given function.
Let us consider a given x indistinguishable from x0 and that belongs to Bx0 . In other words,
x ∈ Bx0∩Ix0 . From proposition 4 there are two extensions ξa and ξb, such that, the Lie derivatives
φ1(x, ξ), · · · , φL(x, ξ) take the same values on the two extended states [x, ξa] and [x0, ξb]. There-
fore, ∀x ∈ Bx0∩Ix0 we have: θ(x) = G(φ1(x, ξa), · · · , φL(x, ξa)) = G(φ1(x0, ξb), · · · , φL(x0, ξb)) =
θ(x0) and θ is weakly observable in x0 
Proposition 6 If the scalar function θ(x) is weakly observable in x0, then ∃k and ξ0 such that
dθ ∈ Ω¯k a.e. on an open neighbourhood Bx0 .
Proof: We proceed by contradiction. ∀k and ξ and for any open ball centered on x0
with radius r (Brx0), it exists a set C
r
x0 ⊆ Brx0 with measure strictly larger than zero for which
dθ /∈ Ω¯k. This means that ∀k and ξ it exists a distribution with dimension larger than zero that
is orthogonal to the codistribution Ω¯k in Crx0 . This means that it exists at least one vector field
s, of the same dimension of the original state, such that, ∀k and ξ, it exists at least one vector
field sk of dimension kmw, such that the vector field [sT , sTk ]
T is orthogonal to the codistribution
Ω¯k in Crx0 . From this, we obtain that it exists  > 0 such that the states x0 and x0 + s are
indistinguishable. Indeed, it is possible to express the m−time derivative of the output at the
initial time, for a generic integer m, in terms of the Lie derivatives of the output along the fields
of Σ(k), up to the m−order, and the known inputs and their time derivatives (see [26], sect 2.5.1).
Since this holds for any k, the m−order time derivative of the output at the initial time coincides
in x0 and x0 +s. Since this holds for any order m, from the Taylor theorem the output coincides
on a given time interval and consequently x0 and x0 + s are indistinguishable. But this means
that also θ(x0) = θ(x0 + s). Hence, dθ · s = 0 a.e. on an open neighbourhood Bx0 and dθ ∈ Ω¯k
a.e. on an open neighbourhood Bx0 
Propositions 5 and 6 state that all the observability properties of the original state are con-
tained in the codistributions generated by algorithm 4. From this, we can easily obtain a sufficient
condition for the observability of the original state. Indeed, if on a given x0, the differential of
a given component of x (the original state) belongs to Ω¯m for a given integer m ≤ k, we can
conclude that this state component is weakly locally observable (in x0). If this holds for all the
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state components, we can conclude that the entire original state is weakly locally observable.
More in general, we can conclude that, a given scalar function of the original state, is weakly
observable in a given point x0 if its differential (computed in x0) belongs to Ω¯m (computed in
x0) for a given integer m ≤ k. On the other hand, we remark the following two fundamental
differences between algorithms 1 and 4:
1. In the latter, since the state augmentation can be continued indefinitely, we do not have
convergence;
2. The latter provides a codistribution that describes simultaneously the observability prop-
erties of the original state and its extension.
The goal of the next section is to address these fundamental issues in the case of a single
unknown input. In particular, we show that it is possible to directly compute the entire observable
codistribution of the original system, namely, without the need of extending the state.
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6.2 Proof of the validity of the analytic criterion
This section is devoted to the case of a single unknown input (i.e., mw = 1) and dynamics linear
in the inputs (the vector g0 is the null vector). In other words, we are considering the system
characterized by (2.1). When mw = 1, the extended state that includes the time derivatives of
w up to the (k − 1)−order is:
kx , [xT , w, w(1), · · · , w(k−1)]T (6.11)
where w(j) , djwdtj . The dimension of the extended state is in this case n + k. For the clarity
sake, let us consider the case of a single known input (i.e., we consider the system in (2.1) with
mu = 1). We provide all the analytic results in this simpler case and then we extend them to
the case of mu > 1. From (2.1) it is immediate to obtain the dynamics for the extended state:
kx˙ = G(kx) + F (x)u+Ww(k) (6.12)
where:
F ,

f(x)
0
0
· · ·
0
0
 G ,

g(x)w
w(1)
w(2)
· · ·
w(k−1)
0
 W ,

0
0
0
· · ·
0
1
 (6.13)
and we set f(x) , f1(x).
Algorithm 4 becomes:
Algorithm 5 Observable codistribution for the extended state in the case mu = 1 (m ≤ k)
1. Ω¯0 = span{dh};
2. Ω¯m = Ω¯m−1 + LGΩ¯m−1 + LF Ω¯m−1
where G is now the simpler vector field given in (6.13) and d denotes the differential respect to
the state in (6.11).
We will address the two fundamental issues mentioned at the end of the previous section.
This is obtained by two separates steps. In the first step (sect. 6.2.1) we perform a separation on
the observable codistribution defined by algorithm 5. This codistribution can be split into two
codistributions: the former is the codistribution generated by algorithm 3, once embedded in
the extended space, and the latter is the codistribution Lm defined in section 6.2.1 (see theorem
1). We prove (Lemma 2) that the second codistribution (Lm) can be ignored when deriving
the observability properties of the original state. In the second step (sect. 6.2.2) we prove that
algorithm 3 converges in at most n+ 2 steps and we provide the convergence criterion. Finally,
in section 6.2.3 we extend the results of the previous two theorems to the case of multiple known
inputs (mu > 1).
6.2.1 Separation
For each integer m, we generate the codistribution Ωm by using algorithm 3 (note that here we
are considering mu = 1). By construction, the generators of Ωm are the differentials of scalar
functions that only depend on the original state (x) and not on its extension. In the sequel, we
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need to embed this codistribution in Rn+k. We will denote by [Ωm, 0k] the codistribution made
by covectors whose first n components are covectors in Ωm and the last components are all zero.
Additionally, we will denote by Lm the codistribution that is the span of the Lie derivatives of
dh up to the order m along the vector G, i.e., Lm , span{L1Gdh,L2Gdh, · · · ,LmGdh}. We finally
introduce the following codistribution:
Definition 3 (Ω˜ codistribution) This codistribution is defined as follows: Ω˜m , [Ωm, 0k]+Lm
The codistribution Ω˜m consists of two parts. Specifically, we can select a basis that consists
of exact differentials that are the differentials of functions that only depend on the original
state (x) and not on its extension (these are the generators of [Ωm, 0k]) and the differentials
L1Gdh,L2Gdh, · · · ,LmGdh. The second set of generators, i.e., the differentials L1Gdh,L2Gdh, · · · ,LmGdh,
are m and, with respect to the first set, they are differentials of functions that also depend on
the state extension ξ = [w, w(1), · · · , w(m−1)]T . We have the following result:
Lemma 2 Let us denote with xj the jth component of the state (j = 1, · · · , n). We have:
Dxj ∈ Ωm if and only if dxj ∈ Ω˜m
Proof: The fact that Dxj ∈ Ωm implies that dxj ∈ Ω˜m is obvious since [Ωm, 0k] ⊆ Ω˜m by
definition. Let us prove that also the contrary holds, i.e., that if dxj ∈ Ω˜m then Dxj ∈ Ωm.
Since dxj ∈ Ω˜m we have dxj =
∑N1
i=1 c
1
iω
1
i +
∑N2
i=1 c
2
iω
2
i , where ω11 , ω12 , · · · , ω1N1 are N1 generators
of [Ωm, 0k], ω21 , ω22 , · · · , ω2N2 are N2 generators of Lm and c11, · · · , c1N1 , c21, · · · , c2N2 are suitable
coefficients. We want to prove that N2 = 0.
We proceed by contradiction. Let us suppose that N2 ≥ 1. We remark that the first set of
generators have the last k entries equal to zero, as for dxj . The second set of generators consists
of the Lie derivatives of dh along G up to the m order. Let us select the one that is the highest
order Lie derivative and let us denote by j′ this highest order. We have 1 ≤ N2 ≤ j′ ≤ m. By
a direct computation, it is immediate to realize that this is the only generator that depends on
w(j
′−1). Specifically, the dependence is linear by the product L1gw(j
′−1) (we remind the reader
that L1g 6= 0). But this means that dxj has the (n + j′)th entry equal to L1g 6= 0 and this is not
possible since dxj = [Dxj , 0k] 
A fundamental consequence of this lemma is that, if we are able to prove that Ω˜m = Ω¯m, the
weak local observability of the original state x, can be investigated by only considering the
codistribution Ωm. In the rest of this section we prove this fundamental theorem, stating that
Ω˜m = Ω¯m.
For a given m ≤ k we define the vector Φm ∈ Rn+k by the following algorithm:
1. Φ0 = F ;
2. Φm = [Φm−1, G]
where now the Lie brackets [·, ·] are computed with respect to the extended state, i.e.:
[F, G] , ∂G
∂kx
F (kx)− ∂F
∂kx
G(kx)
By a direct computation it is easy to realize that Φm has the last k components identically null.
In the sequel, we will denote by Φ˘m the vector in Rn that contains the first n components of Φm.
In other words, Φm , [Φ˘Tm, 0Tk ]T . Additionally, we set φˆm ,
[
φm
0k
]
(φm is defined by algorithm
2).
We have the following result:
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Lemma 3 LGΩ¯m + LΦmdh = LGΩ¯m + LFLmGdh
Proof: We have LFLmGdh = LGLFLm−1G dh+ LΦ1Lm−1G dh.
The first term LGLFLm−1G dh ∈ LGΩ¯m. Hence, we need to prove that LGΩ¯m + LΦmdh =
LGΩ¯m + LΦ1Lm−1G dh. We repeat the previous procedure m times. Specifically, we use the
equality LΦjLm−jG dh = LGLΦjLm−j−1G dh + LΦj+1Lm−j−1G dh, for j = 1, · · · ,m, and we remove
the first term since LGLΦjLm−j−1G dh ∈ LGΩ¯m 
Lemma 4 Φ˘m =
∑m
j=1 c
n
j (LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,LmGh)φj, i.e., the vector Φ˘m is a linear combination
of the vectors φj (j = 1, · · · ,m), where the coefficients (cnj ) depend on the state only through the
functions that generate the codistribution Lm
Proof: We proceed by induction. By a direct computation it is immediate to obtain:
Φ˘1 = φ1LGh.
Inductive step: Let us assume that Φ˘m−1 =
∑m−1
j=1 cj(LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,Lm−1G h)φj . We have:
Φm = [Φm−1, G] =
m−1∑
j=1
[
cj
[
φj
0k
]
, G
]
=
m−1∑
j=1
cj
[[
φj
0k
]
, G
]
−
m−1∑
j=1
LGcj
[
φj
0k
]
We directly compute the Lie bracket in the sum (note that φj is independent of the unknown
input w and its time derivatives):[[
φj
0k
]
, G
]
=
[
[φj , g]w
0k
]
=
[
φj+1L1Gh
0k
]
Regarding the second term, we remark that LGcj =
∑m−1
i=1
∂cj
∂(LiGh)
Li+1G h. By setting c˜j =
cj−1L1Gh for j = 2, · · · ,m and c˜1 = 0, and by setting c¯j = −
∑m−1
i=1
∂cj
∂(LiGh)
Li+1G h for j =
1, · · · ,m − 1 and c¯m = 0, we obtain Φ˘m =
∑m
j=1(c˜j + c¯j)φj , which proves our assert since
cnj (, c˜j + c¯j) is a function of LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,LmGh 
It also holds the following result:
Lemma 5 If w 6= 0, φˆm =
∑m
j=1 b
n
j (LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,LmGh)Φj, i.e., the vector φˆm is a linear
combination of the vectors Φj (j = 1, · · · ,m), where the coefficients (bnj ) depend on the state
only through the functions that generate the codistribution Lm
Proof: We proceed by induction. By a direct computation it is immediate to obtain: φˆ1 =
Φ1
1
LGh (note that LGh = L1gw 6= 0).
Inductive step: Let us assume that φˆm−1 =
∑m−1
j=1 bj(LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,Lm−1G h)Φj . We need to
prove that φˆm =
∑m
j=1 b
n
j (LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,LmGh)Φj . We start by applying on both members of
the equality φˆm−1 =
∑m−1
j=1 bj(LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,Lm−1G h)Φj the Lie bracket with respect to G. We
obtain for the first member: [φˆm−1, G] = φˆmL1Gh. For the second member we have:
m−1∑
j=1
[bjΦj , G] =
m−1∑
j=1
bj [Φj , G]−
m−1∑
j=1
LGbjΦj =
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=m−1∑
j=1
bjΦj+1 −
m−1∑
j=1
m−1∑
i=1
∂bj
∂(LiGh)
Li+1G hΦj
Since LGh = L1gw 6= 0, by setting b˜j = bj−1L1Gh for j = 2, · · · ,m and b˜1 = 0, and by setting
b¯j = −
∑m−1
i=1
∂bj
∂(LiGh)
Li+1G h
L1Gh
for j = 1, · · · ,m− 1 and b¯m = 0, we obtain φˆm =
∑m
j=1(b˜j + b¯j)Φj ,
which proves our assert since bnj (, b˜j + b¯j) is a function of LGh,L2Gh, · · · ,LmGh 
An important consequence of the previous two lemmas is the following result:
Proposition 7 If w 6= 0, the following two codistributions coincide:
1. span{LΦ0dh,LΦ1dh, · · · ,LΦmdh,L1Gdh, · · · LmGdh};
2. span{Lφˆ0dh,Lφˆ1dh, · · · ,Lφˆmdh,L1Gdh, · · · LmGdh};
We are now ready to prove the following fundamental result:
Theorem 1 (Separation) If w 6= 0, Ω¯m = Ω˜m , [Ωm, 0k] + Lm
Proof: We proceed by induction. By definition, Ω¯0 = Ω˜0 since they are both the span of dh.
Inductive step: Let us assume that Ω¯m−1 = Ω˜m−1. We have: Ω¯m = Ω¯m−1 + LF Ω¯m−1 +
LGΩ¯m−1 = Ω¯m−1 + LF Ω˜m−1 + LGΩ¯m−1 = Ω¯m−1 + [LfΩm−1, 0k] + LFLm−1 + LGΩ¯m−1. On
the other hand, LFLm−1 = LFL1Gdh + · · · + LFLm−2G dh + LFLm−1G dh. The first m − 2 terms
are in Ω¯m−1. Hence we have: Ω¯m = Ω¯m−1 + [LfΩm−1, 0k] + LFLm−1G dh + LGΩ¯m−1. By
using lemma 3 we obtain: Ω¯m = Ω¯m−1 + [LfΩm−1, 0k] + LΦm−1dh + LGΩ¯m−1. By using again
the induction assumption we obtain: Ω¯m = [Ωm−1, 0k] + Lm−1 + [LfΩm−1, 0k] + LΦm−1dh +
LG[Ωm−1, 0k]+LGLm−1 = [Ωm−1, 0k]+Lm+[LfΩm−1, 0k]+LΦm−1dh+[L g
L1g
Ωm−1, 0k], where we
used Lm+LG[Ωm−1, 0k] = Lm+[L g
L1g
Ωm−1, 0k], which holds because LGh = L1gw 6= 0. By using
proposition 7, we obtain: Ω¯m = [Ωm−1, 0k]+Lm+[LfΩm−1, 0k]+Lφˆm−1dh+[L gL1g Ωm−1, 0k] = Ω˜m

Theorem 1 is fundamental. It allows us to obtain all the observability properties of the original
state by restricting the computation to the codistribution defined by algorithm 3, namely a
codistribution whose covectors have the same dimension of the original space. In other words,
the dimension of these covectors is independent of the state augmentation.
6.2.2 Convergence
Algorithm 3 is recursive and Ωm ⊆ Ωm+1. This means that, if for a given m the differentials
of the components of the original state belong to Ωm, we can conclude that the original state
is weakly locally observable. On the other hand, if this is not true, we cannot exclude that it
is true for a larger m. The goal of this section is precisely to address this issue. We will show
that the algorithm converges in a finite number of steps and we will also provide the criterion to
establish that the algorithm has converged (theorem 2). This theorem will be proved at the end
of this section since we need to introduce several important new quantities and properties.
When investigating the convergence properties of algorithm 3, we remark that, the main dif-
ference between algorithm 1 and 3, is the presence of the last term in the recursive step of the
latter. Without this term, the convergence criterion would simply consist of the inspection of
the equality Ωm+1 = Ωm, as for algorithm 1. Indeed, the convergence criterion of algorithm 1 is
a consequence of the fact that, all the terms that appear at the recursive step of algorithm 1, are
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the Lie derivative of the codistribution at the previous step, along fixed vector fields (i.e., vector
fields that remain the same at each step of the algorithm). This is not the case for the last term
at the recursive step of algorithm 3.
The following result provides the convergence criterion in a very special case that basically
occurs when the contribution due to the last term in the recursive step of algorithm 3 is included
in the other terms. In this case, we obviously obtain that the convergence criterion consists of
the inspection of the equality Ωm+1 = Ωm, as for algorithm 1. For any integer j ≥ 0 we define:
χj ,
LφjL1g
L1g
(6.14)
We have the following result:
Lemma 6 Let us denote by Λj the distribution generated by φ0, φ1, · · · , φj and by m(≤ n − 1)
the smallest integer for which Λm+1 = Λm (n is the dimension of the state x). In the very special
case when χj = 0, ∀j = 0, · · · ,m, algorithm 3 converges at the integer j such that Ωj+1 = Ωj
and this occurs in at most n− 1 steps1.
Proof: First of all, we remind the reader that the existence of an integerm(≤ n−1) such that
Λm+1 = Λm is proved in [16]. In particular, the first chapter in [16] analyzes the convergence of
Λj with respect to j. It is proved that the distribution converges to Λ∗ and that the convergence
is achieved at the smallest integer for which we have Λm+1 = Λm. Additionally, we have Λm+1 =
Λm = Λ
∗ and m cannot exceed n− 1.
In the very special case when χj = 0, ∀j = 0, · · · ,m, thanks to the aforementioned conver-
gence of the distribution Λj , we easily obtain that Lφj−1Lgh = 0 ∀j ≥ 1. Now, let us consider
the following equation:
Lφjh =
1
L1g
(Lφj−1Lgh− LgLφj−1h) (6.15)
Since Lφj−1Lgh = 0 ∀j ≥ 1, we have Lφjh = −L g
L1g
Lφj−1h, for any j ≥ 1. Therefore, we conclude
that, the last term in the recursive step of algorithm 3, is included in the second last term and,
in this special case, algorithm 3 has converged when Ωm+1 = Ωm. This occurs in at most n− 1
steps, as for algorithm 1. 
Let us consider now the general case. To proceed we need to introduce several important new
quantities and properties.
For a given positive integer j we define the vector ψj ∈ Rn by the following algorithm:
1. ψ0 = f ;
2. ψj = [ψj−1, gL1g ]
It is possible to find the expression that relates these vectors to the vectors φj , previously defined.
Specifically we have:
1Note that, in the case of multiple known inputs (i.e., mu > 1), the previous result does not change. In
particular, Λj becomes the distribution generated by 1φ0,1 φ1, · · · ,1 φj , · · · ,mu φ0,mu φ1, · · · ,mu φj and the very
special case is now characterized by
LiφjL
1
g
L1g
= 0, ∀j = 0, · · · ,m and ∀i = 1, · · · ,mu.
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Lemma 7 It holds the following equation:
ψj = φj +
{
j−1∑
i=0
(−)j−iLj−i−1g
L1g
(
LφiL1g
L1g
)}
g
L1g
(6.16)
Proof: We proceed by induction. By definition ψ0 = φ0 = f and equation (6.16) holds for
j = 0.
Inductive step: Let us assume that it holds for a given j − 1 ≥ 0 and let us prove its validity
for j. We have:
ψj =
[
ψj−1,
g
L1g
]
=
[
φj−1,
g
L1g
]
+
[{
j−2∑
i=0
(−)j−i−1Lj−i−2g
L1g
(
LφiL1g
L1g
)}
g
L1g
,
g
L1g
]
On the other hand: [
φj−1,
g
L1g
]
= φj −
Lφj−1L1g
L1g
g
L1g
and [{
j−2∑
i=0
(−)j−i−1Lj−i−2g
L1g
(
LφiL1g
L1g
)}
g
L1g
,
g
L1g
]
=
−L g
L1g
{
j−2∑
i=0
(−)j−i−1Lj−i−2g
L1g
(
LφiL1g
L1g
)}
g
L1g
=
{
j−2∑
i=0
(−)j−iLj−i−1g
L1g
(
LφiL1g
L1g
)}
g
L1g
Hence:
ψj = φj −
Lφj−1L1g
L1g
g
L1g
+
{
j−2∑
i=0
(−)j−iLj−i−1g
L1g
(
LφiL1g
L1g
)}
g
L1g
,
which coincides with (6.16) 
We have the following result:
Lemma 8 For i = 0, 1, · · · ,m− 2, we have:
DLφiL
1
g
L1g
∈ Ωm (6.17)
Proof: By construction, DLφih ∈ Ωm, for any i = 1, · · · ,m−1. On the other hand, we have:
Lφih =
1
L1g
[Lφi−1Lgh− LgLφi−1h] =
Lφi−1L1g
L1g
− L g
L1g
Lφi−1h
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We compute the differential of both members of this equation. Since DL g
L1g
Lφi−1h ∈ Ωm, for
any i = 1, · · · ,m− 1, also DLφi−1L
1
g
L1g
∈ Ωm 
From lemma 7 with j = 1, · · · ,m− 1 and lemma 8 it is immediate to obtain the following result:
Proposition 8 If Ωm is invariant with respect to Lf and L g
L1g
then it is also invariant with
respect to Lφj , j = 1, · · · ,m− 1.
In order to obtain the convergence criterion for algorithm 3 we need to find the analytic expression
that relates three consecutive Lie derivatives, Lφjh, Lφj−1h and Lφj−2h. This will allow us to
detect the key quantity that governs the convergence of algorithm 3, in particular regarding the
contribution due to the last term in the recursive step. This quantity is a scalar and it is the one
provided in (3.2). For the sake of clarity, we provide equation (3.2) below:
τ ,
L2g
(L1g)
2
where L2g , L2gh. The behaviour of the last term in the recursive step of algorithm 3 is given by
the following lemma:
Lemma 9 We have the following key equality:
Lφjh = Lφj−2τ + τ
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
− L g
L1g
(
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
+ Lφj−1h
)
(6.18)
j ≥ 2.
Proof: We will prove this equality by an explicit computation. We have:
Lφjh =
1
L1g
(Lφj−1Lgh− LgLφj−1h)
The second term on the right hand side simplifies with the last term in (6.18). Hence we have
to prove:
1
L1g
Lφj−1L1g = Lφj−2τ + τ
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
− L g
L1g
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
(6.19)
We have:
1
L1g
Lφj−1L1g =
1
(L1g)
2
(Lφj−2L2g − LgLφj−2L1g) (6.20)
We remark that:
1
(L1g)
2
Lφj−2L2g = Lφj−2τ + 2τ
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
and
1
(L1g)
2
LgLφj−2L1g = τ
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
+ L g
L1g
Lφj−2L1g
L1g
By substituting these two last equalities in (6.20) we immediately obtain (6.19) 
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Lemma 10 In general, it exists an integer m ≤ n + 2 (being n the dimension of x) such that
Dτ ∈ Ωm.
Proof: Let us introduce the following notation, for a given integer j:
• Zj , Lφj+2h;
• Bj , Lφjτ ;
• χj , LφjL
1
g
L1g
.
By construction, DZj ∈ Ωj+3. On the other hand, from equation (6.18), we immediately obtain:
DZj = DBj + χjDτ + τDχj − L g
L1g
(Dχj +DLφj+1h) (6.21)
By using lemma 8 we obtain the following results:
• τDχj ∈ Ωj+2;
• L g
L1g
Dχj ∈ Ωj+3.
Additionally, L g
L1g
DLφj+1h ∈ Ωj+3. Hence, from (6.21), we obtain that the following covector:
Z ′j , DBj + χjDτ (6.22)
belongs to Ωj+3. Let us denote by j∗ the smallest integer such that:
DBj∗ =
j∗−1∑
j=0
cjDBj + c−1Dh (6.23)
Note that j∗ is a finite integer and in particular j∗ ≤ n−1. Indeed, if this would not be the case,
the dimension of the codistribution generated by Dh,DB0,DB1, · · · ,DBn−1 would be n+ 1, i.e.,
larger than n. From (6.23) and (6.22) we obtain:
Z ′j∗ =
j∗−1∑
j=0
cjDBj + c−1Dh+ χj∗Dτ (6.24)
From equation (6.22), for j = 0, · · · , j∗ − 1, we obtain: DBj = Z ′j − χjDτ . By substituting in
(6.24) we obtain:
Z ′j∗ −
j∗−1∑
j=0
cjZ ′j − c−1Dh =
− j∗−1∑
j=0
cjχj + χj∗
Dτ (6.25)
We remark that the left hand side consists of the sum of covectors that belong to Ωj∗+3. Since
in general χj∗ 6=
∑j∗−1
j=0 cjχj , we have Dτ ∈ Ωj∗+3. By setting m , j∗ + 3, we have m ≤ n + 2
and Dτ ∈ Ωm 
The previous lemma ensures that, in general, it exists a finite m ≤ n + 2 such that Dτ ∈ Ωm.
Note that the previous proof holds if the quantity χj∗−
∑j∗−1
j=0 cjχj does not vanish. This holds
in general, with the exception of the trivial case considered in lemma 6, in which case χj = 0, ∀j.
The following theorem allows us to obtain the criterion to stop algorithm 3:
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Theorem 2 If Dτ ∈ Ωm and Ωm is invariant under Lf and L g
L1g
, then Ωm+p = Ωm ∀p ≥ 0
Proof: We proceed by induction. Obviously, the equality holds for p = 0.
Inductive step: let us assume that Ωm+p = Ωm and let us prove that Ωm+p+1 = Ωm. We
have to prove that DLφm+ph ∈ Ωm. Indeed, from the inductive assumption, we know that
Ωm+p(= Ωm) is invariant under Lf and L g
L1g
. Additionally, because of this invariance, by using
proposition 8, we obtain that Ωm is also invariant under Lφj , for j = 1, 2, · · · ,m+ p− 1. Since
Dτ ∈ Ωm we have DLφm+p−2τ ∈ Ωm. Additionally, DLφm+p−1h ∈ Ωm and, because of lemma
8, we also have DLφm+p−2L
1
g
L1g
∈ Ωm. Finally, because of the invariance under L g
L1g
, also the Lie
derivatives along gL1g of DLφm+p−1h and D
Lφm+p−2L1g
L1g
belong to Ωm. Now, we use equation (6.18)
for j = m + p. By computing the differential of this equation it is immediate to obtain that
DLφm+ph ∈ Ωm 
We conclude this section by providing an upper bound for the number of steps that are in
general necessary to achieve the convergence. The dimension of Ωj∗+2 is at least the dimension
of the span of the covectors: Dh, Z ′0, Z ′1, · · · , Z ′j∗−1. From the definition of j∗, we know that
the vectors Dh, DB0, DB1, · · · , DBj∗−1 are independent meaning that the dimension of their
span is j∗+ 1. Hence, from (6.22), it easily follows that the dimension of the span of the vectors
Dh, Z ′0, Z ′1, · · · , Z ′j∗−1, Dτ is at least j∗+ 1. Since Ωj∗+3 contains this span, its dimension is
at least j∗ + 1. Therefore, the condition Ωm+1 = Ωm, for m ≥ j∗ + 3 is achieved for m ≤ n+ 2.
6.2.3 Extension to the case of multiple known inputs
It is immediate to repeat all the steps carried out in the previous two subsections and extend
the validity of theorem 1 to the case of multiple known inputs (mu > 1). Additionally, also
theorem 2 can be easily extended to cope with the case of multiple known inputs. In this case,
requiring that Ωm+1 = Ωm means that Ωm must be invariant with respect to L g
L1g
and all Lfi
simultaneously.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The goal of this work was to present the analytic solution of a fundamental open problem in
control theory. The problem is known in the literature as the Unknown Input Observability
(UIO) problem. It consists in deriving the analytic criterion that allows us to check the system
observability in presence of unknown inputs (throughout this work we also used the term dis-
turbance to mean an unknown input). The solution here provided holds in the case of a single
unknown input. In other words, it is provided the analytic criterion that allows us to obtain the
observability of a nonlinear system in presence of a single unknown input and multiple known
inputs (see chapter 2 for a definition of the considered systems).
As for the observability rank condition, the proposed analytic criterion is based on the compu-
tation of the observable codistribution. Similarly to the case of only known inputs, the observable
codistribution is obtained by recursively computing the Lie derivatives of the outputs along the
vector fields that characterize the dynamics. However, in correspondence of the unknown input,
the corresponding vector field must be suitably rescaled. Additionally, the Lie derivatives of the
outputs must also be computed along a new set of vector fields that are obtained by recursively
performing suitable Lie bracketing of the vector fields that define the dynamics. In practice, the
entire observable codistribution is obtained by a very simple recursive algorithm. This algorithm
was provided in chapter 3. Finally, it was shown that the recursive algorithm converges in a
finite number of steps and the criterion to establish that the convergence has been reached was
provided.
The analytic criterion here introduced is the extension of the observability rank condition to
the case when the dynamics are driven by an unknown input (and multiple known inputs). The
analytic criterion was quickly outlined in chapter 4 to make easy its automatic implementation.
Its validity was proven in chapter 6. Finally, it was illustrated in chapter 5 by checking the weak
local observability of several nonlinear systems driven by multiple known inputs and a single
unknown input.
We are currently extending the proposed analytic criterion to deal with the general case of
multiple unknown inputs and when the dynamics are affine (and not simply linear) in the inputs
(both known and unknown). In few words, to deal with the general case described by equation
(6.1).
We conclude this work with the following remark, which has a fundamental practical impor-
tance for designing an estimator in presence of a single unknown input. We remark that, the
state estimated by the two estimators adopted in chapter 5 (sections 5.2.4 and 5.3.4), includes
the disturbance together with its first order time derivative. We found a much worse performance
by using an estimator that only estimates the original state or by including in the state only the
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disturbance (without its time derivative).
We conjecture that this is a consequence of the fact that the observable codistibution is Ω2,
i.e., for the considered system, algorithm 3 converges at its second step. Indeed, we proved that,
for a system for which algorithm 3 converges to Ωm (i.e., converges in m steps) the observable
modes1 satisfy a fundamental property. These functions are constant on the indistinguishable
sets only in the extended state space that includes the disturbance and its time derivatives up
to the m − 1 order (see proposition 4 together with theorem 1 and lemma 2). Note that, in
the space of the original state (or in a less extended space, namely, that does not include all
the first m− 1 time derivatives), the observable modes are not constant on the indistinguishable
sets. Proving this conjecture will require further theoretical investigations. The validity of this
conjecture would make the analytic tool not only a tool to check the state observability but also
a fundamental tool to design an appropriate estimator for a given nonlinear system in presence
of a disturbance.
1See definition 2 for the definition of observable mode.
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Appendix A
The case when L1g = 0
We consider the case of multiple outputs. In other words, our system is defined by the following
equations:  x˙ =
mu∑
i=1
f i(x)ui + g(x)w
yk = hk(x), k = 1, · · · , p
(A.1)
We introduce the following notation:
• F is the space of functions that contains all the outputs h1, · · · , hp and their Lie derivatives
along the vector fields f1, · · · , fmu , up to any order;
• DF is the codistribution generated by the differentials, with respect to the state x, of the
functions in F ;
• LGF is the space of functions that consists of the Lie derivatives along G of the functions
in F (we remind the reader that G is the vector defined in (6.13));
It is immediate to prove the following properties:
• From F we can select a set of functions such that their differentials generate DF .
• It exists an integer m such that, by running m recursive steps of algorithm 4, we obtain a
codistribution Ω¯m that contains [DF , 0m] (i.e., the codistribution DF once embedded in
Rn+m)1.
• In general, the functions belonging to LGF , are functions of x and w.
Because of the second property, we are allowed to choose any function in F as a system output
(note that the functions in F only depend on the state x and not on the unknown input w).
Hence, if for a given system the condition Lghk = 0, ∀k = 1, · · · p, we can redefine the output by
choosing any function in F .
To conclude, let us consider the case when no function in LGF depends on w. This means that
LGF only contains the zero function (the Lie derivative along G of any function in F vanishes).
As a result, any order Lie derivative of any outputs, computed along F 1, · · · , Fmu (which are
1Note that, from proposition 5, the functions in F are weakly observable.
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the vector fields defined in (6.13)) and at least once along G, vanishes. This means that, in
algorithm 4, we can ignore the contribution due to the Lie derivative along G. But this trivially
means that the observable codistribution is precisely DF and the unknown input is spurious.
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